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GAIT TRAINER

FINDING YOUR DIRECTION
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The Pivot is our new Gait Trainer for children who require additional sup-

port and postural alignment while walking and gait training. Its varied

  options are adjustable to meet the unique needs of the user.

SWIVEL LOCK & RELEASE 
Lock easily switches from 

swivel to non-swivel.

BRAKE
Prevents walker from rolling.

VARIABLE RESISTANCE RANGE 
Adjustable to control speed and 

align asymmetrical gait pattern.

DIRECTIONAL LOCK
Allows forward-only or all 

directional movement.

Lightweight Aluminum Frame 

Height adjustable in 1” increments

Can be used in anterior or posterior position

Medium & Large sizes fold easily

Four-Function front and rear casters

pivot

Explore your

environment

and enjoy

being active
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Accessories mount tool-free and are easily added or

removed according to user’s needs and abilities.

Hand Loop

Hand grips are height adjustable and rotate. They can be 
used by caregiver or child.

PI881

Angle adjustable, the hand loop is a simpler option for 
upper extremity support.

PI880

Hand Grips

Forearm Platform

Fully-adjustable forearm platfroms rotate and include 
height,depth, lateral,  and angle adjustablility.

PI800S PI800L

Trunk Support

Padded trunk support secures torso at desired angle. 
Adjustable in height, depth and width and can be used as 
pelvic positioner at its lowest position. Opens for easy 
transfer.

Range of Circumference      14”-28”           22”-40”          28”-50”

Pad Height                4.5”               6.5”                 8”

Hip Positioner

Positions lower extremity for natural pelvice movements and 
provides abduction. Adjust straps for use as safety sling or for 
full  weight bearing support. Includes removable cushioned pad.

PI811S PI811L
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PI810S          PI810M PI810L
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The guide bar is mounted to the front of the frame, ro-
tates 180º and allows the caregiver/therapist to provide 
assistance

PI882Guide Bar

Ankle Prompts

The length adjustable padded ankle strap and spring clips 
control stride length and position of user’s feet. Adjust-
ing the ankle prompt’s strap length prevent scissoring. 

PI813S PI813M PI813L

Soft Seat Harness

Adjustable padded pelvic support assists weight 
bearing, properly positions user’s pelvis and provides 
freedom of movement. 

PI420Y PI430R

Thigh Prompts

Height and medial/lateral adjustable, thigh prompts 
swing with the user’s gait pattern and limit abduction/
adduction.
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PI420Y

Small/Yellow

15” - 18.5”

12.5”

23”x 33”

14 lbs

75 lbs

Size/Color

Handle Height

Width Inside Handles

Outside Dimensions (at base)

Product Weight

Weight Capacity

Medium/Red

22” - 25.5”

16.5”

26.5”x 33” 

16.5 lbs

150 lbs

Large/Blue

29” - 39”

18”

28”x 38”

20.75 lbs

200 lbs

PI430R PI440B
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Length (from clamp to strap)    5”-8”           5”-11”   

Max leg circumference      15”              20”   

PI812S         PI812L


